




X-rays are the oldest form of medical 

imaging and traditionally show broken 

bones or other injuries. Ever 

wondered how objects in our day-to-

day life would look like under x-

rays, and see what’s inside? 

Canyon decided to find out, and the 

result is a unique assortment of 

products to be introduced in June 

2011. 

Headphones, mouse, desktop speakers, 

notebook bags, sleeves, and 

accessories for iPad and iPhone will 

feature a trendy color scheme and 

graphic patterns inspired by x-rays. 







CNL-NB07X 
15.6” Backpack

Cool notebook backpack with padded 
compartment for notebooks up to 
15.6”

2 compartments and several pockets 
for storage of all your belongings

Padded back panel for long lasting 
comfort

Free mini flash light included

CNL-NB08X 
13.3” Messenger bag

Messenger bag with padded 
compartment for 13.3” notebooks

2 compartments and several pockets 
for storage of all your belongings

Cover flap for extra security and 
protection

Free mini flash light included

CNL-NB09X 
15.6”  Messenger bag

Messenger bag with padded 
compartment for 15.6” notebooks

2 compartments and several pockets 
for storage of all your belongings

Cover flap for extra security and 
protection

Free mini flash light included

CNL-NB10X 
10” Notebook Sleeve

Protects your notebook from 
scratches, dust and damages

Design with zipper to safely secure 
your computer

Free mini flash light included 

CNL-NB11X 
13.3” Notebook Sleeve

Protects your notebook from 
scratches, dust and damages

Design with zipper to safely secure 
your computer

Free mini flash light included 

CNL-NB12X 
15.6”  Notebook Sleeve

Protects your notebook from 
scratches, dust and damages

Design with zipper to safely secure 
your computer

Free mini flash light included 





CNL-SP20HX
Speaker set

2.0 speaker set; no power supply needed

Great sound quality for your music or 
movies

Easy access to volume button

3.5mm audio connector for an easy plug-
and-play

USB 2.0 interface to supply power and 
compatible with Windows XP/Vista/7

CNL-MSOW07X 
Wireless optical mouse

CNL-MSO07X 
Wired optical mouse

Wired mouse with 3 buttons and 1 scroll 
wheel

800 dpi optical technology for precise 
tracking

USB 2.0 interface for an easy plug-and-
play

Compatible with Windows 
2000/XP/Vista/7 and MAC OS

CNL-NBS02X 
Notebook sticker

Universal notebook sticker

Cool way to instantly customize your 
notebook

Easy to apply and remove

Made of high quality vinyl for 
durability

Suitable for notebooks up to 16”

Wireless mouse with 3 buttons and 1 
scroll wheel

800 dpi optical technology for precise 
tracking

2.4GHz wireless technology for a reliable 
connection without delays or dropouts

Storable USB 2.0 mini receiver

Compatible with Windows 
2000/XP/Vista/7 and MAC OS





CNL-HP03X
Headphones

Stereo headphones

High power output and deep bass for real 
music lovers

Large ear cup cushions for maximum 
comfort

CNL-HP04X 
Headphones

DJ Style stereo headphones

High power output and deep bass for 
real music lovers

Large ear cup cushions for maximum 
comfort

CNL-IPHC01X 
iPhone 4  protective case

Snap-on plastic case

Protects from dust and scratches

Perfect to personalize your iPhone 4

Available upon request

CNL-IPAC01X 
iPad 2  protective case

Snap-on plastic case

Protects from dust and scratches

Perfect to personalize your iPad 2

Available upon request





www.canyon-tech.com


